JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
I agree that Russia is the real enemy, and not Germany; and
that a rapprochement between England and Germany is a
certainty. But I doubt whether it is wise, in the actual con-
duct of affairs, to try to see so far ahead. I think that the
belligerency of England is a mistake—for England. Yet if I
had had to choose, I believe my instinct would have forced me
to make war.
Sir Edward Grey's astounding mistake, in his big speech, was
the assertion that the making of war would not much increase
our suffering. It will enormously increase it. The hope for us
is in the honesty and efficiency of our administration. The fear
for France springs from the fact that the majority of French
.politicians are notoriously rascals, out for plunder. The corrup-
tion of Russian administration is probably even worse. The
seriousness of the average French private will atone for a lot,
but it will not—for instance—create boots for him. The hope
for France js that the German army, arrogant in its traditions
etc., may be lower than its reputation.
After reading the diplomatic papers leading up to the rupture
between England and Germany, this morning, one has to admit
that Sir E. Grey did everything he could, once he had stated his
position. The war is a mistake on our part, but other things
leading to it were a mistake, and, these things approved or con-
doned, the war must be admitted to be inevitable. Judged by
any current standard Sir E. Grey is a man of high common sense.
He has not yet grasped the movement of social evolution; but
then very few people have. And you cannot properly or fairly
try to govern a country on a plane of common sense too high
above its own general plane.
Apart from Germany two countries are pre-eminently suffering
at the beginning of the war—France and Belgium. Both are
quite innocent; Belgium touchingly so. I can imagine the
Germans among them if they get the upper hand. The Germans
are evidently quite ruthless and brutal and savage in war. This
is logical; but a large part of their conduct is due to the arrogant
military tradition, which will one day be smashed. If Germany
is smashed in this war, the man most imperilled will be the
German Emperor. If she is not smashed the "man most imperilled
may be the Tsar.
I am told, convincingly, that a firm at Clacton is making an
extra £50 a week out of bread, through increased charges for
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